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For development projects:
This section is meant to introduce your project work in a summarized form. The start should contain a brief on problem statement. After problem definition a small expression should illustrate background of the problem. This expression should back your statements with properly placed references. Care should be taken in choosing references. Public domain website references such as Wikipedia, or similar web resources should not form reference list. After establishing background, discuss the solution proposed by your group. This section should enlist other similar solutions, as comparison, to establish strength of your work. After this section briefly describe your technology, architecture, including programming language, database, methodology etc. to provide insight into the software product. To complete the comparison also mention some drawbacks of your proposed solution. At the end of your abstract, state future directions of your solutions.

For research projects:
This section is meant to introduce your research in a summary. The start should contain a brief on problem statement. After problem definition a small expression should illustrate background of the problem. This expression should back your statements with properly placed references. Care should be taken in choosing references. Public domain website references such as Wikipedia, or similar web resources should not form reference list. After establishing background, discuss the solution proposed by your group. This section should enlist other similar solutions, as comparison, to establish strength of your work. After this section, briefly describe your research methodology to provide proof of concern. To complete the comparison also mention some drawbacks of your proposed solution. At the end of your abstract, state future directions of your solutions.
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